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Abstract 13

Accurate morphometric analyses and weight estimation are useful in aquaculture for optimizing feed- 14

ing, predicting harvest yields, identifying desirable traits for selective breeding, grading processes, and 15

monitoring the health status of production animals. However, the collection of phenotypic data through 16

traditional manual approaches at industrial scales and in real-time is time-consuming, labour-intensive, 17

and prone to errors. Digital imaging of individuals and subsequent training of prediction models using Deep 18

Learning (DL) has the potential to rapidly and accurately acquire phenotypic data from aquaculture species. 19

In this study, we applied a novel DL approach to automate morphometric analysis and weight estimation 20

using the black tiger prawn (Penaeus monodon) as a model crustacean. The DL approach comprises two 21

main components: a feature extraction module that efficiently combines low-level and high-level features 22

using the Kronecker product operation; followed by a landmark localization module that then uses these 23

features to predict the coordinates of key morphological points (landmarks) on the prawn body. Once 24

these landmarks were extracted, weight was estimated using a weight regression module based on the 25
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extracted landmarks using a fully connected network. For morphometric analyses, we utilized the detected26

landmarks to derive five important prawn traits. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was also used to27

identify landmark-derived distances, which were found to be highly correlated with shape features such as28

body length, and width. We evaluated our approach on a large dataset of 8164 images of the Black tiger29

prawn (Penaeus monodon) collected from Australian farms. Our experimental results demonstrate that the30

novel DL approach outperforms existing DL methods in terms of accuracy, robustness, and efficiency.31

Index Terms32

Weight Estimation, Computer Vision, Morphometric Analyses, Convolutional Neural Networks, Ma-33

chine Learning, Deep Learning, Aquaculture.34

1 INTRODUCTION35

The farming of marine prawns (shrimp) is one of the most important and largest aquaculture36

production sectors globally [1]. As in any animal production sector, the acquisition of industrial-37

scale data on weight and other commercially relevant phenotypic traits is important, as this38

data can improve yields and economic efficiency through informing pond management, feeding,39

grading and selective breeding processes [2–7]. However, the current collection of this data40

is manual using traditional weight and morphometric analyses that are often invasive, time-41

consuming, labour-intensive, and prone to human error. Therefore, there is a need for the42

development of automated, fast, and accurate methods for weight estimation and associated43

morphometric analyses.44

Computer vision and image analysis enabled by Deep Learning (DL) have emerged as45

promising techniques for solving various problems in the Internet of Underwater Things (IoUT)46

[8] and equally in aquaculture [9, 10]. In particular, image analysis can be used to identify47

prawn species, detect prawns in images, measure prawn length, and estimate prawn weight [11].48

However, existing methods have some limitations, such as requiring high-quality images with49

uniform backgrounds, relying on hand-crafted features that may not capture complex variations,50

or using simple regression models that may not generalize well to different conditions [12].51

Moreover, most of these methods do not consider the morphological characteristics of prawns52

that affect their weight distribution.53

In this paper, we propose a novel Deep Learning [13, 14] approach for automated morpho-54

metric analyses and weight estimation of prawns from digital images. Our approach consists of55
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two main components: a Kronecker product-based feature extraction module (KPFEM), and a 56

landmark localization module (LLM). The KPFEM uses the Kronecker product operation [15] 57

to combine low-level and high-level features from different convolutional layers efficiently. The 58

LLM predicts the coordinates of key points on the prawn body using a localization network. For 59

weight estimations, we have designed a weight regression module (WRM) that works based on 60

the extracted landmarks using a fully connected network. We also use the landmarks generated by 61

the LLM component to perform morphometric analysis. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 62

first work that applies the Kronecker product operation for feature extraction in morphometrics 63

analysis. Moreover, this is the first work that uses a localization network for landmark detection 64

in prawn images. 65

The main contributions of our paper are as follows: 66

1) We introduce a novel approach to prawn image analysis in aquaculture settings. 67

2) Our method incorporates a unique feature extraction technique. 68

3) We apply a deep network for landmark localization. 69

4) We perform morphometric shape analyses and use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 70

to find correlations. 71

5) We design a weight regression model. 72

6) Our approach has been evaluated on a large dataset of prawn images. 73

2 MATERIAL AND METHODS 74

Our proposed deep learning architecture is shown in Fig. 1 with two distinct outputs, one for 75

prawn weight, and the second for landmark identification and applied morphometric analyses. 76

The KPFEM serves as a feature extraction module and utilizes Kronecker convolution opera- 77

tion in a novel network architecture to extract features from the input prawn image. The resulting 78

feature map is then passed to the LLM, which uses a deep learning-based approach to detect 12 79

landmarks on the prawn body. 80

The predicted landmarks are then used to calculate the distances between any 12 landmarks, 81

resulting in a total of (12(12− 1)/2 = 66) possible distances. These distances are then fed to the 82

WRM, which uses a deep learning-based approach to predict the weight of the prawn. The 12 83
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Fig. 1. An overview of our proposed network architecture used for landmark detection from images that can be used for
morphometric analyses and weight estimation. Our architecture consists of two main modules: a Kronecker product-
based feature extraction module (KPFEM) and a subsequent landmark localization module (LLM). These are followed
by a weight regression module (WRM). The KPFEM module is responsible for extracting features from the input image
using Kronecker product-based convolutional layers, while the LLM module localizes the landmarks of the prawn
using the extracted features. The WRM module regresses the weight of the prawn based on the detected landmarks.
This multi-stage approach has shown promising results for accurate morphometric estimation and prawn weight from
images.

detected landmarks are also used to perform morphometric analysis of the prawn. The following84

subsections provide further details on the role and importance of each of the aforementioned85

modules in reaching the overall goal of our architecture, i.e. automatic morphometric analysis86

and weight estimation from prawn images.87

2.1 Kronecker product-based feature extraction module (KPFEM)88

2.1.1 Kronecker Convolution Layer89

The Kronecker convolution operation is based on the Kronecker product which is a mathematical90

operation that takes two matrices and produces a new matrix that is formed by multiplying91

each element of the first matrix with the second matrix. In the context of convolutional neural92

networks, the Kronecker product is used to create a weight tensor that is a Kronecker product93

of two smaller tensors, one that represents the filters in the convolutional layer and another that94

represents the input image, to create a large weight tensor. This weight tensor is then used to95

compute the convolution between the input image and the filter.96

In contrast to standard convolutional layers, which apply a single filter across all input97

channels to find local spatial relationships between input features, the Kronecker convolution98

operation applies a filter that captures both spatial and higher-order information across all input99
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channels. This makes it an effective approach for feature extraction in multi-channel inputs such 100

as RGB images. 101

The Kronecker product can be written as follows:

[A1]
(n×n)

⊗
[

F1

]
( s
n
× d

n
×k×k)

+ . . .+ [An]
(n×n)

⊗
[

Fn

]
( s
n
× d

n
×k×k)

=


H


(s×d×k×k)

. (1)

where matrix A ∈ Rn×n and the filter matrix F and the weight matrix H have the same 102

dimensions: s channels, d filters, and k × k kernel size. 103

The Kronecker Convolution Layer (KCL) uses the Kronecker product to arrange convolution 104

filters in a way that reduces the number of parameters by a factor of 1/n. We explain how this 105

works for different values of n in Eq. 1. When n = 1, we have a real-valued convolution and 106

the Kronecker product is just a scalar multiplication. The filter matrix F has the same size as the 107

weight matrix H, which is s× d× k × k. 108

When n = 2, we have a complex-valued convolution and the Kronecker product is between 109

two matrices. The filter matrices F1 and F2 are half the size of H, and they contain the filters for 110

each complex component. The algebra is done with matrices A1 and A2. This way, we use half as 111

many parameters as in the real case. When n > 2, we can extend this idea by using smaller filter 112

matrices for each dimension. The size of H does not change, but the parameter size decreases 113

with higher values of n. 114

The weight tensor H in the KCL is obtained by summing Kronecker products between two 115

groups of learnable matrices. Specifically, it can be expressed as: 116

H =

n∑
i=1

Ai ⊗ Fi, (2)

where Ai is a n × n matrix that describes the algebra rules, and Fi is a s
n
× d

n
× k × k matrix 117
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representing the i-th batch of filters. These filters are arranged according to the algebra rules to118

construct the final weight matrix.119

Algorithm 1 is a pseudocode implementation of Kronecker Product Convolution using PyTorch-120

like syntax. The algorithm takes two input tensors: A, a 2D tensor of shape (height, width), and121

F, a 4D tensor of shape (num filters, num channels, filter height, filter width), and per-122

forms Kronecker product convolution on them. The output tensor has a shape of (num filters,123

num channels, output height, output width), where output height and output width are124

calculated based on the size of A and the filter size.125

The algorithm works by first computing the Kronecker product of A and F, which is a block126

matrix of shape (num filters, num channels, filter height, filter width). This is achieved127

by expanding the dimensions of A and F and multiplying them element-wise. The resulting block128

matrix is then reshaped to the desired output shape.129

Algorithm 1: Kronecker Product, PyTorch-like

1 import torch
2

3 def kronecker_product(self, A, F):
4 mtx1 = torch.Size("torch.tensor"(A.shape[-2:]) * "torch.tensor"(F.shape[-4:-2]))
5 mtx2 = torch.Size("torch.tensor"(F.shape[-2:]))
6 res = A.unsqueeze(-1).unsqueeze(-3).unsqueeze(-1).unsqueeze(-1) *
7 F.unsqueeze(-4).unsqueeze(-6)
8 mtx0 = res.shape[:1]
9 out = res.reshape(mtx0 + mtx1 + mtx2)

10 return out

2.1.2 Standard Convolutional Layer130

A standard convolutional layer convolves the input x ∈ Rt×s with the filter tensor W ∈ Rs×d×k×k
131

to generate the output y ∈ Rd×t, as follows:132

y = Conv(x) = W ∗ x+ b, (3)

where s is the input channels dimension, d the output, k is the filter size, and t is the input and133

output dimension. The bias term b has negligible impact on the number of parameters, resulting134

in a complexity of O(sdk2).135
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The KCL is a convolutional layer that uses a weight tensor H to organize its filters, which is 136

constructed by summing Kronecker products. The layer can be defined as 137

y = KCL(x) = H ∗ x+ b, (4)

where H is a learnable tensor with dimensions s × d × k × k. The two groups of learnable 138

matrices used to construct H are denoted as An and Fn, which are combined through Kronecker 139

products to create H, (see Eq. (1) and Eq. (2)). The value of n can be set by the user to specify 140

the real or hypercomplex domain, and controls the degree of freedom of An and Fn. The number 141

of parameters in the KCL is reduced by a factor of 1/n compared to a standard convolutional 142

layer in real-world problems, because typically sdk2 � n3. During training, the matrices An and 143

Fn are learned and used to construct H. The dimensions of Fn are s
n
× d

n
× k × k for squared 144

kernels, and s
n
× d

n
× k for 1D kernels. Hence, The KLC complexity of the weight matrix can be 145

approximated to O(sdk2/n). 146

2.1.3 KCL advantages compared to standard convolution 147

Compared to standard convolutional layers, using KCL brings several advantages. As discussed, 148

firstly, the KCL reduces the number of parameters by a factor of 1/n in real-world problems, 149

where n is the hyperparameter that specifies the desired domain. For example, for RGB images 150

that have n = 3, the network number of parameters is reduced by 66%. This reduction in 151

parameters can lead to faster training and inference times, as well as reduced memory usage, 152

making KCL well-suited for resource-constrained devices. Secondly, KCL allows for weight 153

sharing among different channels in multidimensional data, such as colour images, which enables 154

capturing latent intra-channel relations that standard convolutional networks may ignore due to the 155

fixed structure of the weights. This can result in better performance in tasks that involve correlated 156

channels. Finally, the KCL can be easily integrated into any convolutional model by replacing 157

standard convolution or transposed convolution operations, and the hyperparameter n provides 158

high flexibility to adapt the layer to any kind of input. Overall, the KCL offers a promising 159

alternative to standard convolutional layers and has the potential to improve the performance of 160

convolutional neural networks in various applications. 161
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2.1.4 Feature Extraction Structure162

The proposed KPFEM module is composed of 14 KCLs that extract features from the input prawn163

image. As shown in Fig. 1 each layer is followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation164

function and every second layer is followed by a max pooling operation to reduce the spatial165

dimension of the feature maps. The module has ”skip connections”, which allow information to166

flow through the network more efficiently by skipping over certain layers that might otherwise167

impede the flow of information.168

2.2 Landmark Localization Module (LLM)169

The landmark localization module takes the extracted features generated by the KPFEM module170

and predicts the locations of the landmarks. Therefore, for our keypoint detection task, instead of171

using Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) to directly predict a numerical value of each keypoint172

coordinate as an output (i.e. regressing images to coordinate values), we modified FCN to predict173

a stack of output heatmaps (i.e. confidence maps), one for each keypoint. The position of each174

keypoint is indicated by a single, two-dimensional, symmetric Gaussian in each heatmap in the175

output, and the scalar value of the peak reflects the prediction’s confidence score.176

Moreover, our proposed LLM not only predicts heatmaps but also predicts scalar values177

for coordinates of each keypoint. Therefore, during the training process, we have a multi-task178

loss function, which consists of two losses, i.e. Jensen-Shannon divergence for heatmaps and179

Euclidean distance for coordinates. The first loss measures the distances between the predicted180

heatmaps and the ground-truth heatmaps, while the second loss measures the distances between181

the predicted coordinates and the ground-truth coordinates. Then, we take the average of the two182

losses as the optimization loss. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, the LLM output is a set of predicted183

landmark coordinates, using which also a distance matrix is produced to feed to the next module184

in our proposed architecture.185

The accuracy of measurements is critical for the quantitative comparison of prawn morphom-

etry, where accuracy refers to the closeness of measurements to the true value. To assess accuracy,

this study utilized the mean absolute difference (MAD) between manual and DL measurements.

The MAD is a measure of accuracy that calculates the average absolute deviation between two
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values. It is obtained by dividing the sum of absolute deviations between each value by the

number of values. The mathematical expression for MAD is:

MAD =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|(xi − yi)|

where n is the total number of observations, xi and yi are the values of the i− th observation in 186

two different samples, and the vertical bars denote absolute value. 187

2.3 Weight Regression Module (WRM) 188

The final component of our architecture is the weight regression module which is made up of a 189

multilayer perceptron (MLP) that consists of five layers of nodes: an input layer, three hidden 190

layers, and an output layer. Each node in the hidden layers applies the ReLU activation function 191

to the weighted sum of inputs from the previous layer. 192

The weight regression module takes the output of the landmark localization module, which 193

includes the predicted locations of the landmarks, and measures 66 distances between any 194

12 landmarks to predict the weight. We use the distances between the landmarks to estimate 195

significant traits such as total length, body length, carapace length, and length-width ratios. 196

These measurements are typically made between easily distinguishable landmarks. The distances 197

between them are assigned a trait name and then used as inputs for a pre-trained regression 198

model that maps these estimates to the prawn weight. Specifically, we generated morphological 199

measurements using a combination of methods from previous studies and those that were possible 200

within the constraints of the available images. For the morphometric shape analysis, we used 201

8,164 photographed specimens to estimate 66 morphometric distances derived from 12 landmarks. 202

These distances were then used by the weight regression module to predict the prawn weight 203

directly from the landmarks. This is a practical and useful application of our model. We trained our 204

model using a mean squared error (MSE) loss to minimize the difference between the predicted 205

weight and the ground-truth weight. The ground-truth weight of the prawns was measured using 206

a digital scale with a precision of 0.01g. Each prawn was carefully placed on the scale and the 207

weight was recorded. 208

In the shape or contour features method for prawn weight estimation, Sec. 2.4, the prawn 209

body is segmented from the image using a threshold segmentation process. This process involves 210
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selecting a threshold value that separates the pixels in the image into two groups: foreground211

and background. The pixels with intensity values above the threshold are classified as foreground212

pixels, which belong to the prawn body, while the pixels with intensity values below the threshold213

are classified as background pixels. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.214

Fig. 2. shows the landmarks used in our analysis marked on the body of the Black Tiger Prawn (Penaeus monodon):
(1) most anterior point of the antennal scale, (2) most anterior point of the tail, (3) most posterior point of the tail, (4)
junction of the carapace and abdomen at the most dorsal point, (5) midway along the carapace on the ventral side of
the prawn, (6) junction of the carapace and abdomen at the most ventral point, (7) dorsally on the midpoint of the first
abdominal segment, (8) ventrally on the midpoint of the first abdominal segment, (9) dorsally on the midpoint of the
third abdominal segment, (10) ventrally on the midpoint of the third abdominal segment, (11) dorsally on the midpoint
of the last abdominal segment, and (12) ventrally on the midpoint of the last abdominal segment.

2.4 The Proposed Weight Estimation215

We compared our proposed approach with two existing methods for prawn weight estimation: the216

traditional linear regression method [16], and a Deep Learning-based method [17] based on shape217

or contour features for weight estimation. The prawn weight estimation method uses threshold218

segmentation to separate the prawn body (foreground) from the image background based on pixel219

intensity. This process is shown in Fig. 3.220

After segmenting the prawn body, the next step is to estimate its weight. One way to do this221

is to count the number of pixels in the segmented region, which is assumed to be proportional to222

the prawn weight. This pixel count is then correlated to the actual weight of the prawn using two223

approaches: 1) Linear Regression Model: This method uses a mathematical model to correlate the224

pixel count (obtained from segmenting the prawn body) with the actual weight of the prawn. The225
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Fig. 3. Example of threshold segmentation. From left to right: (a) original image, (b) segmented prawn body, (c) overlay
of the segmentation on the original image.

assumption here is that the number of pixels is proportional to the prawn’s weight. This method 226

is similar to the one used in [16] for fish weight estimation. 227

2) Deep Learning Model: This method uses a neural network that predicts the prawn’s weight 228

based on the pixel count. The neural network is trained to recognize patterns and make predictions 229

based on the input data (pixel count in this case). This method is similar to the one used in [17]. 230

The key difference between these two methods lies in their approach, while the linear 231

regression model assumes a direct proportionality between pixel count and weight, the deep 232

learning model can capture more complex relationships between these variables. However, these 233

methods have some limitations. For example, it assumes that the relationship between pixel count 234

and prawn weight is linear. Additionally, this method does not take into account the shape and 235

position of the prawn body, which can vary from one image to another. 236

These methods were compared against our proposed approach for prawn weight estimation, 237

which involves generating 66 possible distances from the 12 landmarks and feeding them into 238

a weight regression module. We generated a distance matrix as seen in Fig. 4 using the 12 239

predicted landmarks. This distance matrix contains the pairwise Euclidean distances between all 240

possible pairs of the 12 landmarks. The number of possible distances between 12 landmarks can 241

be calculated using the combination formula, which is given by: C(n, k) = n!
k!(n−k)!

where, n is 242

the total number of landmarks (12 in this case), and k is the number of landmarks to be chosen 243

at a time (2 in this case, because distance is between two points). Substituting n = 12 and k = 2 244

into the formula: C(12, 2) = 12!
2!(12−2)!

= 12!
2!10!

This simplifies to: C(12, 2) = 12×11
2

= 66 possible 245

distances. These distances are then fed to the WRM, which uses a deep learning-based approach 246

to predict the weight of the prawn. 247
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Fig. 4. Top: Image of a prawn with the 66 possible distances between its 12 landmarks marked. Bottom: The resulting
distance matrix plot computed from these distances.

2.5 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)248

In addition to our aforementioned analysis, we also performed the PCA on the predicted land-249

marks from our model to analyze the morphometric shape of prawns. We used PCA as a data-250

driven approach to analyze prawn shape variation. Despite having ground truth measurements,251

PCA helped us understand the major sources of shape variation in prawns, providing a holistic252

view beyond individual distance measurements. We acknowledge that Principal Components253

(PCs), derived from the covariance matrix of our data, are mathematical constructs. They represent254

the directions of maximum variance in the data. While they are not directly tied to any specific255
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physical or biological characteristics of the prawns, analyzing these PCs allows us to gain 256

insights into the major sources of variation in prawn shape. This understanding can be practically 257

useful in various ways. For instance, it can help in identifying key features that differentiate 258

between different prawn species or in understanding how prawn shape changes with growth 259

or environmental conditions. We believe this clarification accurately represents the role and 260

interpretation of PCs in our analysis. 261

The cos2 values demonstrate the quality of representation of the individuals by the principal 262

components. In our PCA analysis, the term ’cos2’ refers to the square of the cosine of the angles 263

between the data points and the principal components. These ’cos2’ values are used to assess 264

the quality of representation of the individuals by the principal components. High ’cos2’ values 265

indicate that the individuals are well represented by the principal components. 266

It is important to note that the results obtained from the PCA are based on the predicted 267

landmark data, which may have some inaccuracies. However, evidence points to the predicted 268

landmark data still provide valuable insights into the shape variation among prawns and can 269

be used as a proxy for understanding the morphometric characteristics of the prawns. This is 270

especially important because collecting manual landmarks is impractical at large scales. 271

3 EXPERIMENTS 272

3.1 The Dataset 273

We collected images of 8164 individual Black Tiger Prawns (Penaeus monodon) from an aqua- 274

culture farm in Australia. The images were captured using a digital camera with a resolution of 275

12 megapixels, a sensor size of 1/2.3”, and a lens focal length of 24 − 70mm. The camera was 276

set to automatic mode to ensure optimal lighting and focus. The images were captured under 277

natural lighting and saved as JPG files. We used ImageJ software to annotate each image with 12 278

landmarks that correspond to prawn size and shape (Fig. 2). The landmark positions were defined 279

based on a previous study [18] and adapted to our image quality. 280

To evaluate the reliability of the landmark data, we measured 300 images twice by one 281

operator (O1) and once by another operator (O2) and computed the intraclass correlation co- 282

efficient (ICC) for each landmark pair using R software. The ICC values ranged from 0.96 to 283
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0.99, indicating high agreement between operators. The annotated images contain 12 specific and284

homologous points on the prawn body. For a complete list of the 12 landmarks, see Fig. 2. We285

then derived 5 traits from these landmarks, which are listed in Table 1 and used for morphometric286

analyses in Sec. 4.4. The measurements in Table 1, were chosen for their relevance to prawn287

morphometrics and their ability to provide a comprehensive understanding of prawn size and288

shape. Typically, all measurements in morphometric analyses are considered equally important to289

avoid bias. These specific measurements were selected based on their biological significance and290

potential variability among prawns. The choice of other measurements can depend on the research291

question or objective, with these measurements being particularly relevant for recognizing the292

relative size of prawns.293

The dataset, therefore, includes for each image, the 12 ground-truth landmark coordinates,294

and morphometric measurements obtained from the annotated coordinates on images. The dataset295

was divided into three parts: training, validation, and testing. We used the training dataset to train296

the Deep Learning models, the validation dataset to assess model performance during training,297

and the testing dataset to evaluate the performance of the trained models. The ground truth298

landmarks for each prawn image had the form [(x1, y1), .., (xk, yk)], where (xi, yi) represented299

the ith landmark location. Our model was then trained to predict keypoint locations for each300

prawn image as shown in Fig. 2. The predicted landmarks had the same form as the ground truth.301

We carefully curated the dataset to ensure a balanced representation of different prawn weights302

and body shapes, to enhance the robustness of the results. We also pre-processed the images to303

make sure they were of similar size and resolution and to eliminate background noise and other304

distractions that could impact the accuracy of landmark identification. That preprocessing will be305

described in greater detail later in Sec. 3.3.1.306

3.2 Evaluation Metrics307

In our study, we used several metrics to compare the performance of different models. One308

of these metrics is the number of Floating Point Operations (FLOPs). FLOPs is a measure309

of computer performance, useful in fields of scientific computations that require floating-point310

calculations. It represents the number of operations involving floating-point numbers that a model311

or algorithm performs. Another metric used in this study is the network throughput in images per312
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second. It is worth noting that the actual throughput of a network is the number of instances it 313

can process in one second with the optimal batch size. It is obtained by dividing the total number 314

of instances processed by the total time taken to process them and can vary depending on various 315

factors such as the model’s complexity, the input data size, and the available hardware resources. 316

Specifically, in this section, we describe the performance metrics used to optimize and evaluate 317

the model and compare the quality of the predicted keypoint locations. 318

3.2.1 Euclidean distance 319

The first metric is the Euclidean distance, which measures the distance of the landmarks based 320

on their coordinates and does not depend on how the ground truth has been determined. A value 321

of 0 indicates that the predicted keypoint is exactly at the same coordinate as the ground truth 322

keypoint. We calculate the sum of the squared Euclidean distance of the difference between 323

two kyepoints, i.e., the predicted keypoint and the ground truth human-annotated keypoint. This 324

represents the total difference between the two points. The equation for Euclidean distance is 325

shown in Equation 5, 326

d(g, p) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(vgi − v
p
i )

2, (5)

where g and p are two sets of points in Euclidean n-space for ground truth and prediction, 327

respectively, vgi , v
p
i are Euclidean vectors starting from the origin of the space (initial point) for 328

the ground truth and prediction, respectively, and n is the number of landmarks. 329

3.2.2 Jensen-Shannon divergence 330

The second metric is the Jensen-Shannon divergence, which is a distance measure between two 331

distributions and can be used to quantify the accuracy of the predicted landmarks distribution 332

compared to the ground-truth landmarks distribution. The lower the value, the better the model 333

performs. This distance is calculated based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) and can 334

be expressed as shown in Equation 6. 335

KLD(P ||Q) =
n∑

i=1

pi(x)log

(
pi(x)

qi(x)

)
, (6)
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TABLE 1
Important prawn traits, their descriptions, and their corresponding landmark coordinates from Fig. 2

Trait Landmark Coordinates Trait Description
Total length 1-3 From the most anterior point of the antennal

scale to the most posterior point of the tail

Body length 1-2 From the most anterior point of the antennal

scale to the most anterior point of the tail

First abdominal segment height 7-8 From the dorsal midpoint to the ventral midpoint

on the first abdominal segment

Third abdominal segment height 9-10 From the dorsal midpoint to the ventral midpoint

on the third abdominal segment

Last abdominal segment height 11-12 From the dorsal midpoint to the ventral midpoint

on the last abdominal segment

where The KLD for two probability distributions P and Q, and when there are n pairs of336

predicted p, and ground truth q.337

The Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) is then calculated using Equation 7,338

JSDM(P ||Q) =
√
KLD(p ‖ m) +KLD(q ‖ m)

2
, (7)

where m is the point-wise mean of p and q. The JSD measures the difference between two339

probability distributions, with a value of 0 indicating no difference between the distributions.340

3.2.3 Object Keypoint Similarity (OKS)341

The third metric used to evaluate the performance of our landmark detection model is the Object342

Keypoint Similarity (OKS), which is determined by dividing the distance between expected and343

ground truth points by the object’s scale. OKS landmarks estimation serves the same purpose344

as Intersection over Union (IoU ) as in object detection. This gives the similarity between the345

landmarks of the two detected boxes, with a result between 0 and 1, where 0 means no similarity346

between the landmarks, while perfect predictions will have OKS=1. The equation for OKS is347

shown in Equation 8.348

OKS =

∑
i exp (−d2i /2s2k2i ) δ (vi > 0)∑

i δ (vi > 0)
, (8)
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where di is the Euclidean distance between the detected keypoint and the corresponding ground 349

truth, vi is the visibility flag of the ground truth, s is the object scale, while ki represents a 350

per-keypoint constant that controls falloff. 351

Equations 5 and 7 were used for model training and optimization and also used to compare 352

different models’ performance, as shown in Table 2. Equation 8 was used as a final evaluation 353

metric for all the models used in this study, as shown in Table 3. 354

3.2.4 Precision and Recall 355

In this Section, we discuss the performance metrics used to evaluate our keypoint detector model. 356

These metrics are based on Object Keypoint Similarity (OKS) [19], which is a widely accepted 357

standard for this type of evaluation. 358

The OKS-based metrics provide a comprehensive view of our model’s performance by 359

considering both precision and recall across different thresholds. Specifically, we use six metrics 360

to characterize our model’s performance: 361

• Average Precision (AP ): 362

– AP ( at OKS = .50 : .05 : .95 (primary metric)) 363

– AP .50 ( at OKS = .50 ) 364

– AP .75 ( at OKS = .75 ) 365

• Average Recall (AR): 366

– AR ( at OKS = .50 : .05 : .95) 367

– AR.50 ( at OKS = .50) 368

– AR.75 ( at OKS = .75) 369

These metrics were chosen because they allow us to assess our model’s ability to detect 370

landmarks accurately (precision) and comprehensively (recall) across a range of OKS thresholds. 371

This section builds on the previous sections by applying the concepts and methods discussed 372

earlier to the specific task of evaluating our keypoint detector model. 373
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3.3 Model training374

3.3.1 Data Preprocessing375

Before the training process can begin, the image data must be preprocessed to ensure that it is376

suitable for input into the Deep Learning model. This includes resizing the original image size of377

1000 × 331, to a consistent size of 320 × 320, normalizing the pixel values, and converting the378

images to grayscale if necessary. In addition, the annotated landmark locations must be converted379

into a format that can be used by the model, such as a heatmap or a set of points. In our380

study, we applied a series of image transformation operations to the images in our training set.381

Each operation was applied with a certain probability, meaning that each image had a chance of382

undergoing that transformation. These transformations are a common technique in deep learning383

called data augmentation, which helps to increase the diversity of the training data and improve384

the models ability to generalize. These operations are: Horizontal flip: 0.5, Vertical flip: 0.5, Shift385

and scale: 0.5 (shift limit = 0.0625◦, scale limit = 0.20◦), Rotation: 0.5 (rotation limit = 20◦),386

Blur: 0.3 (blur limit = 1), RGB-shift: 0.3 (R-shift limit = 25, G-shift limit = 25, B-shift limit =387

25). These operations help to improve the robustness of our model to lighting changes [20]. We388

did not transform the images in our validation or test sets in any way.389

The ground truth landmarks for each prawn image are represented in the form of [(x1, y1), .., (xk, yk)],390

where (xi, yi) denotes the location of the ith landmark. In the training process, both the original391

(xi, yi) values and the converted heatmap derived from these values are utilized in the loss392

function.393

3.3.2 Model Selection394

Once the data has been preprocessed, the next step is to select a model architecture that is395

suitable for our problem. There are a variety of Deep Learning models that can be used for396

image landmark identification. In this work, we have selected six models for our experiments:397

U-net [21], ResNet-18 [22], ShuffleNet-v2 [23], MobileNet-v2 [24], SqueezeNet [25], and our398

proposed KPFEM.399
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3.3.3 Hyperparameter Tuning 400

Once the model architecture has been selected, the next step is to tune the hyperparameters to 401

achieve optimal performance. This includes selecting the optimal batch size, learning rate, and 402

number of epochs. The hyperparameters are selected using a combination of grid search and cross- 403

validation to ensure that the model is generalizing well and not overfitting to the training data. For 404

this problem set, we chose a learning rate of 1× 10−3 as the best option. All models took about 405

200 epochs to train on this problem and we reduced the learning rate by γ = 0.001 after every 406

50 epochs. We also used Adam optimiser [26] with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and ε = 1.0 × 10−08. 407

We applied these hyperparameters to all six models. The best model configuration may vary 408

depending on the application, so these results do not cover all possible model configurations. 409

We split the dataset into three sets: ”Train”, ”Validation”, and ”Test”, comprising 40%, 20%, 410

and 40% of the data, respectively. We trained all models on the Train subset of the data with the 411

same hyperparameters. All models had two outputs (heatmap and coordinates) with two losses 412

(see Sec. 3.2). All models took 320 × 320 input images and produced 56 × 56 output heatmaps 413

except U-net which had 320× 320 output images. 414

3.3.4 Training 415

The final step in the training process is to train the model using the preprocessed data and 416

the optimized hyperparameters. The model is trained using a supervised learning approach, 417

where the ground truth landmark locations are used to calculate the loss function and update 418

the model parameters. The training process is repeated until the model has reached convergence 419

or a maximum number of epochs has been reached. We used Pytorch framework [27] on a Linux 420

host with a single NVidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU and a batch size of 64. 421

Once the model was trained, it was evaluated on the test subset of the dataset to assess its 422

performance in identifying landmarks in new, unseen images. The evaluation metrics, described 423

in the evaluation metrics section (Sec. 3.2), are used to quantify the accuracy of the model and 424

provide insight into its strengths and weaknesses. 425
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4 RESULTS426

4.1 Landmark Detection427

Table 2 presents a comparative analysis based on several metrics, including the number of428

floating-point operations (FLOPs), the number of parameters, model size, and throughput in429

images per second, as well as the coordinates loss (Equ. 5), heatmap loss (Equ. 7), and the430

average of both losses.431

TABLE 2
Landmark Detection Performance Comparison of our model compared to five benchmark models.

Network
FLOPs
(x106)

#Params
(x106)

Size
(MB)

Throughput
(img/sec) Coords 1 HeatMap 2 Avg. 3

U-net [21] 16.52 31.04 124.3 201 0.024 0.355 0.190
ResNet-18 [22] 2.62 12.85 51.5 404 0.028 0.090 0.059
ShuffleNet-v2 [23] 0.44 3.06 12.5 170 0.047 0.153 0.100
MobileNet-v2 [24] 0.67 4.10 16.7 205 0.041 0.137 0.089
SqueezeNet [25] 0.92 2.33 9.4 551 0.027 0.078 0.052
KPFEM (ours) 0.01 0.39 1.6 562 0.023 0.084 0.0053

The experimental results, presented in Table 2 highlight the superior performance of our432

proposed network, which is based on our KPFEM feature extraction method. This network433

outperforms others in several aspects. Firstly, it has the lowest number of GFlops and parameters,434

with 47 times fewer parameters than U-net [21]. Secondly, it occupies the smallest size on the435

hard disk. Thirdly, it has the highest throughput. Lastly, our model exhibits a lower average loss436

than other popular models, including U-net [21], ShuffleNet-v2 [23], and MobileNet-v2 [24].437

Table 3 shows the performance of our model on the test subset of the dataset compared438

to benchmark models in landmark detections, using the OKS evaluation metric. To assess the439

generalization effectiveness of our model, we compared the performance of our model with440

randomly initialized weights, against the other models with randomly initialized weights as well441

to provide a direct comparison. Table 3 demonstrates that our proposed model performs well in442

1. This loss corresponds to the coordinates loss (Equ. 5).

2. This loss corresponds to heatmap loss (Equ. 7).

3. This loss corresponds to the average of both losses (Equ. 5 and Equ. 7).
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generalization with only 40% of the data and without the use of transfer learning, when combined 443

with robust data augmentation techniques. 444

The overall outcome depicted in Table 3 indicates that our proposed network surpasses both 445

ShuffleNet-v2 [23] and MobileNet-v2 [24] in terms of landmark detection performance, with 446

an accuracy of AP = 0.986, while still competing with SqueezeNet [25] even though it has 447

substantially fewer parameters. It is noteworthy that our model attains this high accuracy with 448

only 0.39M parameters and without relying on transfer learning. These results clearly demonstrate 449

the effectiveness and generalisability of our KPFEM-based model. 450

TABLE 3
Performance comparison using the OKS metric on the test dataset.

Network AP AP .50 AP .75 AR AR.50 AR.75

U-net [21] 0.981 0.990 0.990 0.974 0.999 0.999
ResNet-18 [22] 0.984 0.990 0.990 0.982 0.999 0.999
ShuffleNet-v2 [23] 0.957 0.990 0.990 0.979 0.999 0.999
MobileNet-v2 [24] 0.963 0.990 0.989 0.979 0.999 0.996
SqueezeNet [25] 0.971 0.990 0.990 0.983 0.999 0.999
KPFEM (ours) 0.986 0.990 0.990 0.985 0.999 0.999

4.2 Weight Estimation 451

Table 4 shows the comparison results of prawn weight estimation methods. Our proposed ap- 452

proach achieved the lowest mean absolute error (MAE) and mean squared error (MSE) values 453

and the highest coefficient of determination among the three methods. Specifically, our approach 454

achieved an MAE of 0.649 g, an MSE of 0.986 g, and a coefficient of determination of 0.934, 455

which outperformed the other two methods. These results demonstrate the effectiveness and 456

superiority of our proposed approach for prawn weight estimation. 457

In addition to evaluating the overall performance of our proposed weight estimation approach, 458

we also used visualizations to further understand our model’s performance and identify areas for 459

improvement. Specifically, we used Fig. 5 to visualize the relationships between the predicted and 460
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TABLE 4
Comparison of prawn weight estimation methods using mean absolute error (MAE) in grams, mean squared error

(MSE) in grams, and coefficient of determination (R2)

Method MAE (g) MSE (g) Coefficient of determination
Linear Regression 0.893 1.848 0.825
Deep Learning-based Method 0.880 1.713 0.896
Proposed Approach 0.630 0.735 0.952

the true weight values. The plot in Fig. 5 shows the relationship between predicted weight and461

true weight for three different methods: Linear Regression, Deep Learning-based Method, and462

the Proposed Approach. The plot can provide information about the accuracy and precision of the463

different methods. For example, if the points on the plot fall close to the diagonal line (y = x),464

then the predicted weights are close to the true weights, indicating a high level of accuracy.465

Additionally, if the points are tightly clustered around the diagonal line, then the method is466

precise in its predictions.467

Based on the plots in Fig. 5, it appears that the Proposed Approach has a higher correlation468

between predicted and true weight values compared to the Linear Regression and Deep Learning-469

based methods. This can be seen by the tighter clustering of points around the line of best fit. The470

presence of outliers in the Linear Regression and Deep Learning-based methods may be affecting471

the overall correlation.472

Fig. 5. Plot showing the relationship between predicted weight and true weight for three different methods. From left to
right: results for the Linear Regression method, Deep Learning-based Method, and our Proposed Approach.
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4.3 Ablation Study on Weight Estimation 473

In our study, we explored the effect of dimensionality reduction on our proposed method by 474

conducting an ablation study using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The aim of employing 475

PCA was to condense the large number of features per observation, specifically the 66 potential 476

distances between the 12 landmarks identified on a prawn. These distances were calculated 477

using the combination formula. We implemented PCA on the distance matrix to reduce the 478

dimensionality of our data. The decision on the number of components to retain was guided by 479

the cumulative percentage of explained variance, ensuring an informed, non-arbitrary selection. 480

For our study, we further examined the impact of reducing the number of components to 481

specific values 2, 5, and 10. These values were chosen to provide a comparative analysis of the 482

model’s performance with varying numbers of components. We then used these reduced feature 483

sets to predict prawn weight. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 5. 484

We found that using the full set of 66 distances without the PCA resulted in better weight 485

estimation results. This suggests that the PCA was not necessary for this particular task and 486

that the high-dimensional feature space was important for accurately capturing the information 487

needed for prawn weight estimation. This finding is also in agreement with the observation shown 488

in Table 5, which demonstrates the more features used, the lower the MAE and MSE of the model. 489

TABLE 5
Comparison of weight estimation results using the PCA with a different number of components.

Method MAE (g) MSE (g) Coefficient of determination
PCA (n = 2) 0.784 0.851 0.915
PCA (n = 5) 0.765 0.842 0.924
PCA (n = 10) 0.724 0.816 0.931
No PCA 0.630 0.735 0.952

4.4 Morphometric Analyses 490

In our proposed deep learning model, we detect landmarks on the prawn body to achieve 491

highly accurate weight estimations. By detecting and analysing these landmarks, other important 492

physical characteristics of the prawn, such as its length, width, and shape, can be extracted. 493
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We conducted an analysis based on the evaluation of landmarks, which allowed us to derive494

important traits for prawn morphometrics. These traits are shown in Table 1, and include total495

length, body length, the first abdominal segment height (First ASH), the third abdominal segment496

height (Third ASH), and the last abdominal segment height (Last ASH). We used the landmark497

data obtained from our model to calculate these five traits for each individual prawn and plotted498

their distributions in Fig. 6. We also computed the correlation matrix among the traits and499

visualized it as a heatmap in Fig. 7. The results show that total length and body length are500

highly correlated (r = 0.99), and so are the First and Third, and Third and Last ASH (r = 0.93).501

The other traits had high correlations as well. This coordinated variation in traits represents the502

diversity in overall shape and size among the prawns in our study.503

Table 6 presents a performance comparison of various deep learning (DL) networks in terms504

of their ability to accurately measure morphometric features. The table shows the mean absolute505

difference (MAD) in millimetres between manual and DL measurements for total length, body506

length, first ASH, third ASH, and last ASH. The results indicate that our proposed KPFEM-based507

network outperforms other networks such as U-net, ResNet-18, ShuffleNet-v2, MobileNet-v2,508

and SqueezeNet in terms of MAD for all morphometric features. This suggests that our approach509

is more accurate in measuring morphometric features compared to other DL networks used for510

landmark detection.511

TABLE 6
Morphometric Analyses Performance Comparison: Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) between Manual and DL

Measurements (mm)

Network Total length Body length First ASH Third ASH Last ASH

U-net [21] 1.81 1.83 1.73 1.72 1.51
ResNet-18 [22] 1.72 1.85 1.71 1.64 1.43
ShuffleNet-v2 [23] 2.34 2.22 2.15 2.15 2.02
MobileNet-v2 [24] 2.23 2.24 2.04 2.12 1.94
SqueezeNet [25] 2.14 1.93 1.94 1.85 1.74
KPFEM (ours) 1.61 1.54 1.53 1.45 1.31

4.5 PCA Analysis512
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Fig. 6. The distribution pair plots for the five important prawn traits from Table 1, i.e. Total length, Body length, First
abdominal segment height ”First ASH”, Third abdominal segment height ”Third ASH”, Last abdominal segment height
”Last ASH”
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Fig. 7. The correlation heatmap for the five important prawn traits from Table 1, i.e. Total length, Body length, First
abdominal segment height ”First ASH”, Third abdominal segment height ”Third ASH”, Last abdominal segment height
”Last ASH”

In our PCA analysis, we found that the first principal component (PC1) accounted for 91.6%513

of the total variability in the data. While PC1 accounted for the majority of the variance, we514

also considered PC2, which accounted for an additional 2.6% of the variability. The decision515

to include specific components in our analysis was based on their interpretability. Despite the516

variance accounted for by PC2 being similar to that of subsequent PCs, it was included in our517

analysis to ensure a comprehensive representation of our data. The detailed results of variability518

are presented in Table 7.519

The scores and vectors for the first two PCs are also shown in Fig. 8. In the left panel, the520

circles represent individual prawns with their dataset ID shown next to them.521
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TABLE 7
Explanation of Variability by Various Principal Components (PCs)

PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6
Standard deviation 191.24 23.63 19.22 14.78 11.42 10.17
Proportion of Variance 0.916 0.026 0.014 0.006 0.004 0.002
Cumulative Proportion 0.916 0.942 0.956 0.962 0.966 0.968

In our PCA analysis, PC1 accounted for the majority of the variation (91.6%) among the 522

landmarks. The positive loadings of PC1 suggest that an increase in PC1 scores corresponds to 523

an increase in the distance between landmarks 1 and 3, which is indicative of the total length of 524

the prawn. Therefore, based on the interpretation of these factor loadings, PC1 can be seen as an 525

indicator of overall size. The high variance accounted for by PC1 is likely due to the wide range 526

of sizes present in our samples. 527

PC2, also referred to as Dim2, explained a smaller portion of the total variation among 528

landmarks (2.6%). The extremes on the PC2 axis, as shown in Fig. 8 (left), correspond to 529

variations in body shape: a very thin/elongated body shape at the low end and a thick/fatty 530

shape at the high end. Thus, based on the interpretation of the factor loadings, PC2 can be seen 531

as an indicator of the proportionate body width/shape of the prawns. 532

While PC2, which represents the proportionate body width/shape of the prawns, explains a 533

smaller proportion of the total variance, it nonetheless offers valuable insights into shape varia- 534

tions among prawns. However, given its lesser contribution to the total variance, interpretations 535

related to PC2 should be made with caution. 536

Figure 8)(right) illustrates how different variables (distances) contribute to the variation in 537

shape among prawns with respect to the two main PCs, i.e. PC1 and PC2. Here, each of the 538

arrows shows one of the distances, e.g. d 1 5 designates the distance between landmark 1 and 5, 539

and how it relates to the two PCs. 540

In conclusion, our PCA analysis of the predicted landmark data revealed that PC1 represents 541

the overall size and PC2 represents the proportionate body width/shape of the prawns. These 542

findings provide important insights into our targeted morphometric characteristics of prawns and 543

lay a foundation for further research on the genetic and environmental factors that affect prawn 544
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morphology [28].545

Fig. 8. PCA Analysis. In the left panel, the circles represent individual prawns with their dataset ID shown next to them.
Their positions on the plot are determined by their scores on PC1 (Dim1) and PC2 (Dim2). The cos2 values measure
the quality of representation of the individuals by the principal components. The right panel illustrates how different
variables (distances) contribute to the variation in shape among prawns with respect to the two main PCs. Here, each
of the arrows shows one of the distances, e.g. d 1 5 designates the distance between landmark 1 and 5, and how it
relates to the two PCs.

5 DISCUSSION546

The accurate estimation of weight and other morphological features of farmed individuals in aqua-547

culture is a critical aspect of industrial-scale operations. It aids in improving crop management,548

supports decision-making processes, and can be integrated into product grading and processing549

activities. Traditional methods for acquiring such data are labour-intensive, underscoring the need550

for automated methods. In response to this need, we have proposed a novel approach that takes551

advantage of computer vision and deep learning. Our approach utilises a Kronecker product-552

based feature extraction module and a landmark localisation module to extract crucial landmarks553

on the body of the prawn. This enables us to perform accurate morphometric analysis and weight554

estimation from prawn images in a highly efficient manner.555

Our proposed approach of using the distance matrix as a feature for prawn weight estimation556

offers several advantages over traditional methods such as segmentation. It takes into account557
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the spatial relationships between the landmarks, providing a more accurate estimation of prawn 558

weight. Furthermore, our approach is less sensitive to variations in the prawn’s posture or orien- 559

tation, which can significantly affect the accuracy of traditional methods. Our image processing 560

approach provides non-invasive, accurate prawn measurements, aiding efficient monitoring and 561

decision-making in aquaculture, and promoting sustainability. It is fully automated, saving time 562

and reducing manual labour. Moreover, it is accurate and robust, enabling reliable prawn weight 563

estimation even in challenging environments. 564

In our proposed deep learning model, we detect landmarks on the prawn body to achieve 565

highly accurate weight estimations. By detecting and analysing these landmarks, other important 566

physical characteristics of the prawn, such as its length, width, and shape, can be extracted. An 567

advantageous aspect of this process is that the morphometric analysis is essential for the weight 568

estimation process. 569

Automated morphometric analyses using deep-learning-based computer vision and image 570

processing offer several advantages over traditional manual measurements. They are faster, more 571

efficient, and more objective, making them particularly beneficial for large-scale aquaculture 572

operations. By eliminating human bias and error, these automated techniques can provide more 573

reliable and accurate data, which is crucial for effective aquaculture management. The need 574

for such techniques in the aquaculture industry is evident, and their implementation could 575

significantly enhance operational efficiency and productivity. 576

However, it is important to consider that these findings could be influenced by the specific 577

characteristics of our dataset. For instance, if our dataset has a small distribution in size classes 578

and represents prawns at a specific point along their growth curves (allometric vs isometric), this 579

could impact the effectiveness of PCA. In datasets with a more dispersed distribution of different 580

size classes, PCA might provide additional value by reducing dimensionality while preserving the 581

most important variations in the data. Future studies could explore this aspect further to optimize 582

model performance across different datasets. 583

One of the main strengths of our work is the unique application of the Kronecker convolution 584

operation for feature extraction. This method captures rich semantic information from various 585

scales of the prawn image, resulting in more accurate landmark detection and weight estimation. 586

The success of our Deep Learning-based morphometric analysis heavily relies on using a well- 587
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curated and annotated dataset. It provides our models with sufficient training data to learn shape588

information from the images and accurately identify landmark points.589

Our approach has demonstrated potential, but it’s not without its constraints. The success590

of our method is heavily reliant on the quality of the input images. Insufficient information591

for accurate prawn weight estimation may be provided by low-quality images. Moreover, the592

effectiveness of our Deep Learning architecture is contingent upon the availability of large-scale593

annotated datasets, which could be a hurdle in certain scenarios. Our experiments were carried594

out on a single GPU, which might not fully represent the performance profile and could vary595

with different hardware configurations. The dataset utilized for our experiments was limited in596

both size and scope. Consequently, to verify the efficacy and applicability of our approach, it’s597

necessary to conduct further studies on more diverse datasets.598

In light of these limitations, our future work will focus on several key areas. We aim to explore599

new strategies to handle low-quality images and develop efficient and automated methods for600

acquiring and annotating large-scale datasets. We also plan to investigate the relationship between601

image quality and weight estimation accuracy. Furthermore, we intend to broaden the scope of602

our approach by applying it to other species of aquatic animals. We will also explore its potential603

for other applications such as automated disease diagnosis and monitoring. We are confident that604

our work can make a significant contribution to prawn aquaculture management and production,605

thereby paving the way for new opportunities in the application of Deep Learning in aquatic606

animal research and aquaculture engineering.607

In conclusion, our use of Deep Learning techniques to extract features from prawn images is608

a promising area of research that has shown great potential for morphometric analyses. Future609

work will focus on addressing these limitations and further improving the efficiency and accuracy610

of our approach.611

6 CONCLUSIONS612

In this paper, we have proposed a novel deep learning approach for automated morphometric613

analyses and weight estimation of prawns from images. Our approach is efficient, accurate, and614

has the potential to improve the efficiency and profitability of aquaculture and fisheries opera-615

tions. We believe that our work can significantly contribute to prawn aquaculture management616
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and production, opening up new opportunities for deep learning applications in aquatic animal 617

research and aquaculture engineering. 618

6.1 CO2 Emission Related to Experiments 619

Experiments were conducted using a private infrastructure, which has a carbon efficiency of 0.432 620

kgCO2eq/kWh. A cumulative of 500 hours of computation was performed on the hardware of 621

type RTX 2080 Ti (TDP of 250W). Total emissions are estimated to be 54 kgCO2eq of which 622

0 percents were directly offset. Estimations were conducted using the MachineLearning Impact 623

calculator presented in [29]. 624

More in detail, in Table 3, we compare our proposed model with a ResNet-18 for landmark 625

detection. We find that our model reduces both training time and carbon emissions by 25%. 626

The ResNet-18 takes about 20 hours and emits 2.16 kgCO2eq, while our model takes about 15 627

hours and emits 1.62 kgCO2eq. Carbon emissions are a major concern for training large deep- 628

learning models. Therefore, we believe that our method is a small step towards more efficient and 629

eco-friendly models. 630
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Highlights 

• Novel Deep Learning approach automates weight estimation and morphometric 

analysis in aquaculture. 

• Approach applied to black tiger prawn (Penaeus monodon) as a model crustacean. 

• Feature extraction and landmark localization modules used to predict key 

morphological points. 

• Weight estimated using a regression module based on extracted landmarks. 

• Approach outperforms existing methods in terms of accuracy, robustness, and 

efficiency.  
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